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RENDERING A FIRST LOOK AT HAWK’s 1/48 th TIGERCAT !

Text/Images: Mick Burton

“ O G “ MODELER DISCOVERS A HAWK CATALOG ITEM SURPRISE
I don’t have any “in-progress” building photos to present to you in this story. Just an OOB review for some fun
( Continued on page 3 )

Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ WE HAVE THE WESTERN REGION NATIONALS COMING THANK YOU PHOENIX ”
The very exciting news that of FIVE BIDDERS for the 2018 and 2019 National IPMS Conventions to be awarded
there were THREE WEST BIDDERS (Loveland CO, Phoenix AZ, Las Vegas NV, only NV had never hosted before)
was only surpassed by NEWS that 2018 show is IN PHOENIX. FABULOUS, simply fabulous (says vet of 2004, 10)
As part of this month’s WAYBACK MACHINE, you may espy in the literature the notice (from 1982) about the ‘83
Nats being held in …Phoenix (their first, the year I finally became an IPMS chapter member, then ’86 joined up USA )
Although still not sufficiently publicized or widely communicated, NOWADAYS to get onboard and submit bidding
for a USA Nationals is not the horror story it could become prior to 2008. YET ALMOST NO ONE SEEMS TO …
While I am ecstatic about PHX getting it a 4th time, I would have been just as tickled had Colorado gotten it again as I
had to cancel my lovely room in the main show hotel for the 2012 show there (their first hosting) and it was good one
Las Vegas I had heard was working in past to go for this, and I dearly hope they rebid for 2020 and ahead, which now
thanks to our President Ron Bell, who knows something of IPMS Nats hisself (Columbus OH 1997 I know for sure) is
a chance, Ron made “Executive Action” an active noun with directive to make Bids process extend 3, not 2 years out.
“ WE HAVE CHANCE TO JOIN 21st CENTURY in our National Constitution, THANK YOU RON BELL ”
No coincidence, I repeated my news from last month’s editorial to get Ron Bell’s name back in front of you, as he has
not rested on his laurels at all since taking President IPMS USA Chair. He has “President’s Message” squarely on the
target for the just published JULY/AUGUST 2016 Journal, where he clearly outlines his effort to revamp, rewrite and
clear our bylaws and Constitution to resemble something Millenials or other humans could read, understand, use ! He
baldly states he takes this on knowing damned well (my emphatic added to his “knowing”, ed.) even after he’s all done, it
will still require an effort by at least 15 percent of the membership in good standing to VOTE YES to make it happen.
Which, if some of you don’t get it, he and I know damned well hasn’t been exactly easy to predict will happen…
Took us 19 years for ANY amendment to pass when submitted for a vote thanks to that “minor requirement” and as
good efforts were made to make it “easier” to vote, the electorate seemed to find ways to “shampoo their cat” instead
So PLEASE I ask you to join the Club Fed in the next year, and PLAN TO VOTE THIS NEEDED CHANGE IN !
“ HATS OFF to MVPA for their NATS in PLEASANTON, SORRY we MODEL CLUBS MISSED HERE ”
I know from going to this event, that in
at least one case (Canada) there was an
event that saw 1/1 Armor, an RC club’s
Scale Armor, and AMPS club armor all
together “showing the flag” well.
I guess it all depends on location…
. - mickb
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Modelling Classic, A Prehistoric Kit from an Iconic, Treasured American Scale Model Company Name ( from 1 )
This is NOT a “ Photo Shop Fake Out “ or similar “humorous faux history setup” here, Not so long ago, I ran across
this hitherto unknown to me, Hawk Model Company 1/48th scale F7F-2N Grumman Tigercat model kit, a total shock !

Mind you, I grew up on “superior quality” HAWK Model kits. Never found one I didn’t like, tried out lots of them plus
avidly sought out “collector item” kits for those I had fond memories of, as the years passed. Thought here I had fair
knowledge of their “back catalog” and history. So finding kit like this, confirming it wasn’t some “one off” prototype,
and also getting chance to purchase it for SEVEN DOLLARS, I simply could not pass this “prehistory” scale model.

OKAY. Now that I’ve dulled you with preamble, shown evidence to establish it’s same “HAWK Model Company”
that I know several of you are enough familiar to also appreciate some my “amazement”, here’s the deal: ( in the box )

For those of you who still shy from building any “Vac Form “ model as it is “akin to witchcraft” : Just conceive of
how this was what your “average Joe scale modeler” was accustomed to expecting to deal with “out of the box “ !

While there are probably very few these days (more than 6 decades have passed since this kit came to be made) have a
requisite skill set for tackling this sort of scale model, wasn’t always the case. I have every faith as well, how many of
you would develop “craft” fairly swiftly enough to achieve satisfactory to your own self results. Even likely get up to
“competition levels” , if you actually gave yourself an opportunity to “stretch”. Here you can see that basically, much
of the work has been begun for you. So, applying your own favorite tools to the material with these guides, making a

Grumman Tigercat “Night Fighter”
not nearly as magical as it might be
seeming to “the non modeler”.
In case you’re wondering, that odd
wire curlicue is the model’s display
stand. You drill a hole in fuselage to
mount, as you might imagine there’s
no clear way to “weight the nose” .
Besides, if you didn’t gather before,
landing gear is “you construct” from
the dowels, so even if you overcame
the clear likelihood of tail heaviness,
structural vitality of the landing gear
would not be a good long term bet.
Today’s “average Joe” might also be
in absolute horror, faced with choice
given here for “detailed cockpits” or
in gear bay, engines, decal markings.
Yet, here’s where it all was once, at
the “cutting edge” (literally) - fini

The Silicon

Valley

Scale Modelers
INVITE YOU, FRIENDS & COUNTRYMEN
TO OUR

2017 SV Classic Event

FUNDRAISER AUCTION
CURRENTLY SCHEDULED TO BE HELD ON

MEETING OF THIRD FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 16 2016
AT OUR USUAL MEETING LOCATION
Community Room, Milpitas PD, 1275 N Milpitas, Milpitas CA
Business begins promptly at 8 PM & everything must be concluded by 10 PM
ADD TO THE FUN !
BRING AN UNSTARTED MODEL KIT (or two!)
THAT YOU WOULD BID MADLY FOR TO GET BACK, AS A DONATION
Queries may be directed to our contact – DENS25403@mypacks.net please allow for 2-3 days response time

UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR AS OF 08-21-16
Saturday, August 27 2016
IPMS/ Fresno Scale Modelers host the R-9 REGIONAL 2016 , Fresno City College Cafeteria, Fresno CA
Friday, September 16 2016
IPMS/ SV Scale Modelers host their SV Classic FUNDRAISER Auction. Regular meeting place, details coming
Sunday, September 25 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their TriCity Classic # 12 at the Milpitas Community Center, Milpitas CA. Theme is
“Battle of Britain”, for all things British/directly related. 50 categories, 20 Special Awards, see website for details.
Saturday, October 08 2016
IPMS/ Orange County host their ORANGECON 2016 Theme is “ Remembering Pearl Harbor “
Saturday, October 15 2016
IPMS Sonoma County host their show “ Hobby Expo 2016 ”. at old locale ! Lucchessi Center, Petaluma.
Friday, October 21 2016
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers monthly meeting. Club Contest Theme “ Frankenstein’s Model ”
Saturday, November 05 2016
IPMS/ Antelope Valley Group host Desert Classic #20, AV College, Lancaster, CA SPECIAL AWARD Category
“JURASSIC PLASTIC “ Overall theme is “Vietnam War, 1946-1975”
Friday, November 11 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets monthly meeting.
Saturday, November 12 2016
“ IRON BLOOD ORPHANS “ host 6th annual Gundam Model Competition at the Fullerton Community Center,
Fullerton, CA. See their website www.THOSEGUNDAMGUYS.ORG for additional info and updates
Friday, November 18 2016
IPMS/ SVSM meet. President and Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ The End All and Be All Contest ” Set now as a
specific trio “German, Sherman or Vermin” Check details listed at www.mickbmodeler.com
Friday, December 09 2016
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets monthly meeting.. President’s Theme “ It’s A Holiday Month Let’s Play ”
Friday, January 20 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1917 ”
Friday February 17 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ Northrop’s Notables ”
See www.mickbmodeler.com
Friday, January 19 2018
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1918 ”

Near SILENCE – part 2
Before we continue here is a warning. Throughout this project you can and will be exposed to some pretty dangerous energies.
There is potential exposure to pressurized gas/oil, electricity. If you are not comfortable working around these potential forces
then I highly encourage you to not continue with this project or find someone who is knowledgeable to help you. Nearly all of the
work being done is with NO POWER (unplugged) and un-charged (meaning no pressure in the tank).
I will do my best to give fair warning when the project is under power and has pressure in the tank. Finally I am not responsible
for any harm or damage that may happen while doing this project.
I have no control over the things that you do or DO NOT do…. That said, let’s get started.

Previously I mentioned the price window for this project is approximately $20-$250. All this depends on if you have to
purchase all or some of the parts. Obviously if you have donor parts on hand, then this can conceivably be a free build
just by repurposing parts.
In my case, I do not have the parts on hand so I had to buy the parts. The major components were purchased through
Ebay. The connections, pressure regulator and moisture traps were picked up locally at a hardware store. Assembly
was done with common tools that “most” households have: screw drivers, drill & drill bits, adjustable wrench etc...

2a: Sourcing a Compressor (late addition)
A quick note: I added this after the fact. As I was wrapping up this installment, a neighbor had put a small freezer on
the curb for the junk collectors that roam the neighborhood. Well I beat them to it and pulled the compressor from the
freezer. – Rich
If you’re able to find a junked refrigerator or have a broken one in the house/garage etc. You have the main component
available to you and best of all its FREEE!!!! For reference take pictures of the compressor before removing it. As
much detail as possible.

In the following pic, you will notice the green tape. This is roughly where I will cut the copper tubing. This will leave
me plenty of excess tubing should I need to use it. Before cutting the lines (technically), the refrigerant needs to be
reclaimed by a certified technician. This is especially true with regard to R12 or FREON based compressors.
This particular one is R134a and is not as harmful to the environment. When cutting the lines, be sure to use gloves
and eye protection. It will spit oil when a line is cut. You will also want to pull ALL of the wiring attached to the
compressor, some of it will be used, some will not.

This is what you should have after removing
the compressor and wiring

For reference – Here are the connections to the compressor after removing the guard.

- FINI 2a.

On to 2b (Parts)

Near SILENCE – part 2b: Parts List
Here is a list of all the parts and sources used for this project:
Keep in mind that not all of them were used. I tried several arrangements to see which one worked best for
me. Your setup may vary as well. At the end I’ll list the parts used in the final configuration, to help give an
idea of the final cost for some modeling silence.
A 3 gallon storage tank purchased on EBAY for $29 shipped.
You can go larger if you wish, but keep in mind the source
pump might be too small for larger tanks.
I have seen retail variations of larger compressors with dual
refrigerator compressors, but as stated in part 1: They are
PRICEY!!!!

This is the heart of the silent system. As you can see
it’s pretty small. This is a refrigerator pump from a
wine bottle cooler.
Purchased used on eBay for $30 + 21.83 for
shipping (it’s very heavy, considering its size).
Now, if you have an old, non-functioning, AC or
refrigerator or freezer available, you can re-purpose
the compressor in these units.
In this case your cost is essentially “free”. If you do decide to pull from an old appliance, keep in mind this is
where you may be exposed to high pressure gas. Don’t forget that there is also a thermal risk – freezing when the
refrigerant inside the lines is released. I do not endorse this, and I have no control on how you remove the pump from
the appliance.
The proper way is to have a tech reclaim the refrigerant – you don’t want to be releasing these items out into the
environment. Depending on how old these devices are, there may be Freon in the system, which is illegal to vent into
the atmosphere.
As an alternative, shop eBay for your compressor motor, much safer for you and the environment.
Preaching aside, should you decide to recycle an old compressor; keep as much of the copper lines as possible
(typically there are 3 to 4 copper lines connecting to the compressor) and keep as much of the electrical as possible.
Try to follow from the plug, all the way to the compressor.
Some of these have a capacitor, you will need to retain this, in order for the compressor to work.

While shopping for a pressure switch I ran across this nice gem; also found on eBay for $21.94 shipped.
This is an Air Compressor Pressure switch Control Valve Manifold with regulator gauges. It includes a manifold with
8 ports, two “simple” line regulators – basically the line bleeds constantly to maintain regulated pressure. A pressure
safety valve (the red cap), two pressure gauges and a tank pressure switch with on/off button. Pre-set to 90-120 psi.
At first, I was going to use this. But in experimenting with configurations and the other switches , I’ve pretty much
decided against using this. Why ??? A few reasons. If I use this on the tank I selected, I would need to adapt the ½”
NPT end to a ¼” NPT attachment point. This brought the whole assembly higher than the compressor motor.
While this would have worked just fine I didn’t like the arrangement. Plus, while it’s nice to have two outlets for 2
airbrushes and have regulators on each line, if you take a closer look the gauges are useless. You have pressure control
over the whole system. NOT the individual lines.

Originally I purchased two different styles of pressure switches. This is the one I decided to use (eBay $6.87 shipped).
It’s a 4 port pressure switch, with the right
connection it is shorter than the nice manifold
discussed earlier.
This, coupled with the addition of the Harbor
Freight regulator/trap I now have individual
line control, which is what I want in this
system.

The other parts I picked up are brass fittings to make
the connections to complete the compressor. The oil
sight glass, not sure if I will use this time around…
I did see a commercial unit with a sight glass, and I like the idea of being able to see the oil inside the compressor
(more on this later) , but to install it would require some modification that I’m not interested in at the moment.
The extension cord will be re-purposed for the power cord and connecting to the compressor.
Not pictured: ¼” compression “T” fitting, misc. screws and washers, wire terminals, Teflon tape, 2ft length of ¼”
Aluminum tubing (Copper tubing can be used as well)

A 1/8” NPT 125PSI Safety Pressure Relief Valve
(eBay shipped $7.69 shipped)
Present on all compressors, typically located on tank or the pressure
switch. The Safety Relief valve is installed on the tank, and is there
just in case the storage tank gets over pressurized.
If tank pressure gets too high, it is supposed to open, allowing the
pressure of the tank to bleed off until it reaches the “safe level” of
which it is rated for (125 PSI in this case).
This item MIGHT be found in hardware stores.

A Check Valve
(eBay $4.88 + $3.00 shipping)
The check valve is also critical. It’s a
one-way valve that is used to prevent
the storage tank pressure from feeding
back into the tank compressor line and
create stress on the compressor pump.

But wait ,the pump is under pressure when it is running; correct ?! But, with each pulse of air that is pushed out by the
pump into the storage tank , the check valve opens and closes in synch with those pulses of air. When the tank reaches
its maximum pressure setting, the compressor pump stops and typically a hissing sound is heard.
This hiss is the line pressure bleeding off. So that, when the compressor restarts to fill the pressure tank up, the pump
will start with no pressure to strain the pump, as it starts up. This piece (on left ) is unique to the small compressors, as
larger compressors have a similar device, but as self- contained unit. (Picture on right). I would have used this instead,
but it would require modification and welding to the storage tank I had purchased. ( NOTE – in hindsight, the check
valve on the right is “more common” and easier to find. It just means more work to install it. )

Near SILENCE – part 2c: The Planning
Like model building, it’s good to have a plan, especially when parts you have were not really intended to go together.
When I had all of the main parts, I started to mock up the major pieces. Of course then I found that there were certain
combinations and arrangement of parts I did not care for. It’s all “trial and error” (to quote RJW…)
Pictured right is the manifold that I liked at first but a few things
didn’t work for me. First, manifold needed to be adapted. It’s ½”
NPT and I needed to adapt it to ¼” NPT. I would have used it IF
I was able to find the correct adapter. But I didn’t find it in local
hardware stores , and I do not have a TIG welder to make a nice
adapter by welding pieces I wanted. On top of that this manifold
is just plain confusing….
And no better than this classic piece.

Look at the pictures here and I will try to explain.

The main issues: the pressure indicators are redundant. While both will indicate the line pressure after the regulator
(red knob), technically you only need one. The brass line regulators are just like the classic brass piece, slide to open,
allow air to escape to regulate air pressure going to your airbrush. The pressure you’re spraying at is a complete guess.
So I gave up on this item. Looks great , but dated technology if you will. The pressure switch is a single port. This was
a 26Amp HD 4 port compressor switch (eBay $14.99 shipped) I could have used this, but the orientation of the ports
and electrical connections I did not care for. One direction would fit fine. But then, I need extra fittings to install a tank
pressure gauge. The other direction was too far offset, did not allow the compressor pump to sit on the tank mounts.

This is the configuration I decided to use
The switch at first glance looks just like the one with the nice pretty manifold, but the difference?? This is a 4 port
switch. Compact enough that I can have the wires routed close to the compressor pump, thereby keeping the wires out
of way. I can connect a tank pressure gauge direct with no extra fittings OR, I could add the extra fittings and orient
the pressure gauge any way I want.

Near SILENCE – part 2d: The Build
Now that the layout and parts have been figured out it’s time to put it all together (see if you notice my mistake).
Before taking it apart, I moved the compressor pump
around to find a happy medium: Where the pump feet
rested on the mounting tabs of the old compressor/motor,
and gave me enough room.
Room so I could rotate the unassembled pressure switch
to mount it to the tank.
When I was happy with the location, I marked the centers
and disassembled everything.

Using a drill and appropriate bit, holes were drilled then tapped with a ¼-20 tap, so I could just use common ¼-20
bolts and fender washers to mount the compressor on the tank.
I installed the safety pressure relief valve directly on
the tank. Don’t forget to use Teflon tape to seal up the
threads.
Because I used a 4 port switch this safety valve can be
installed on one of the available ports.
If you go this route you will need to plug this port on
the tank.

Next I used a 1/4'” hex nipple (again don’t forget to Teflon tape
the threads on both sides).
NOTE – I did have to remove this after the compressor was
completed, to install the by-pass line. So during the planning do
not forget to take that by-pass into account. Otherwise you will
have extra work to do.
Once I was satisfied with the setting of the switch, I installed the
two ¼”x3” brass nipples. These were installed hand tight for now.

The two harbor fright pressure regulator/moisture traps were assembled and installed on the two 3” brass nipples.
The reason why I decided to install two regulators, is because I wanted the flexibility of being able to have two
airbrush setups ready to go. Plus, if you are considering a high end air compressor many of them have at least two
outputs or they have the option available upon ordering.
To add an additional port in this case was only $13.99 , courtesy of Harbor Freight.
Now if you remember that nice pretty manifold that was not used; as there was little to no control over the air pressure
in the lines.
The dual pressure regulators are redundant. Compare now, it to the manifold that was just installed.
We have tank pressure before the regulators; if everything works according to plan the tank pressure should range
from 90-110 PSI. Our pressure switch is adjustable, so we can go up or down to our liking.
Each line out is now controllable from 0-max pressure, via the pressure regulators and we can now observe the line
pressures going through our air brushes.
Plus, the added bonus of moisture traps, to keep condensation in the lines in check.

Now, we need to make
connection from the compressor
to the tank. To do this I used
brass compression fittings.
Coming out of the ‘fridge
compressor are three lines. One
is a fill line, one is a suction and
the last one is pressure.
I want to say that the lines in
any compressor will be all the
same, but the only real way to
know is to test before installing.
Then label the lines so you know
which port needs to be connected
to feed pressure into the tank.

Since this was a used unit, all of the lines were crimped and soldered shut. Using a tube cutter, I opened the all of the
lines. Be careful with the top “fill port” as this opens into an area that contains oil. Once this is open, do not tip or lay
the compressor on its side Ait will spill oil. The “fill port” and suction line will remain open and should have some
sort of filter to protect the innards of the compressor from F.O.D. The filter can be just about anything. To connect the
pressure line I used a ¼” brass union, was a bit too small to fit over the pressure line. To fix this, I had to take one side
and drill out some material so that the brass fitting will fit over the copper tubing.

After some T&E (trial and error, remember?, per RJW? ) this
union is now soldered in place, using a technique called sweat
soldering.
A similar method is done in joining copper pipes for plumbing.
IF you are able to source a correct size union (they are available,
but not easy to find) then you would be able to instead use here
a compression fitting, rather than this method of soldering.

Once completed, we can now start some final assembly

The pump is installed onto the tank and held down with ¼”-20 screws and fender washers. (Here is where I found my
mistake(s)). The blocked port is where the check valve is intended to go. When placing the compressor, I only took
into account the pressure safety valve.
To fix this I used a brass 90° street elbow and a brass 1/8” NPT to ¼” compression fitting. I had to relocate the tank
compressor slightly, this in turn moved the safety valve further away from the compressor body. All of which gave me
enough room to use the 90°1/8” NPT to ¼” compression fitting and parts (spring and rubber plug) from check valve to
make the connection to the pressure line of the compressor. To install all these pieces, you will need to remove tank
compressor, install the parts, tweak the angles and location of the compressor to get everything to fit.
Again with the RJW adage; Trial and Error, test, repeat if needed.

Once the locations are figured out
and finalized:
Connect the Pressure line of tank
compressor to the 90° 1/8” NPT,
to ¼” compression fitting by bending
the tubing to fit.
Install the caps, ferrules on the tubing
BUT DO NOT tighten them down
yet; leave the connections loose for
now.

In the picture you notice a ¼” T compression fitting. This was the first revision. It’s connecting the pressure line of the
compressor to the bleed-off valve on the pressure switch. Under normal circumstances, this is a must use connection.
What it does is allow the excess pressure in the line going to the tank to bleed off. A normal compressor moves a
bunch of air very fast. If the line has pressure, it will cause the motor/compressor to start with a load (the excess air
pressure in the line), and this is not good for the compressor & motor.
The bleed off line restricts the air from escaping as the tank is filling up, via a small pin hole. Because of the amount
of air being moved, this feature is put to use. In our case: the ‘fridge compressor doesn’t move the enormous amounts
of air we’re talking about here. Thus is unable to exceed the amount of air volume needed to create enough pressure to
fill the line, build line pressure to get past the tank check valve and fill up the tank. In short, (as much as I want to) we
will not be using this feature.

This is the connection we will make: from the
compressor to the tank.

Once the connection is completed, remove it and set aside. Proceed to install the parts of the manifold. This was done
in pieces because of the limited space. Using Teflon tape on all pipe threads, install the ¼” hex nipple by and on to the
tank. Connect the 4 port pressure switch, tighten until almost tight, in rough position of about 4-5 o’clock in relation to
the tank pressure gauge location.
Keep in mind that with pipe threaded connections, the connections don’t need to be so tight that there is no room for
adjustment. The fittings have a taper and with the addition of the Teflon tape a seal is made between the joining pieces.
Third, install the 3 ½” brass nipples (again only hand tight). Once this sub assembly is together, you now complete the
alignment by making the last twist to the pressure switch, so that the two brass nipples are square to the tank and the
tank pressure gauge is in the 6 o’clock position, when viewed from the top.
Wiring
If you were fortunate enough to buy, or pull the compressor with the wiring, you’re pretty much set. AC color codes
are easily referenced online, doing an Internet search and you will find something like this.

Since we are working with 120v here in the United States and thus only 3 wires; Line, Neutral and Ground.

If you have the compressor with
wiring attached, you just need to
make the appropriate connections by
comparing the wire codes and making
the connection to the on/off switch.

Left is an example of the connections
on the pressure switch.

Then, from the switch, you make the
connections to the plug.

IF you only have a bare compressor with no wiring, then you have a bit more work to do. An Internet search of the
manufacturer’s part number may reveal some leads for the wiring connections OR if you have a multi-meter (DVM),
you can figure out the connections that way. A bare compressor has connections similar to this:

1 – COMMON, 2 – RUN, 3 - START
Using a DVM set to OHMS, measure the resistance between the 3 contacts:
Run to Common on = lowest resistance.
Start to Common = Next lowest resistance
Start to Run = Highest Resistance (typically, this will be close to the sum of the previous resistances)
These measurements will also give you an idea of the condition of the compressor.
If the sum of the two lowest numbers is equal or close to equal of the high resistance, then the condition of the
compressor is generally good. If it’s higher, the compressor may have a problem.
In the U.S. the Common is the Neutral wire or White wire, the Line is usually the Black (or RED) wire. The Ground
wire is usually Green (or Green with yellow stripe). Make the connections on the compressor motor, carry the wires
over to one side of the pressure switch, paying attention to the conventions for Line, Common & Ground. On the other
side of the switch, you will connect the plug side of the extension cord that we pillaged, again paying attention to the
color codes/standards.

Once all of the connections are made, go through and verify the electrical connections, verify that all air connections
are “German” (GÜDNTite). If everything checks out, then we can apply power to test.
I highly suggest that you use a power strip that has a surge protector and a fuse, just in case something doesn’t work
right. Also before testing, open the drain valve on the tank . As the concern right now is to test the functioning of the
compressor motor. If all checks out and runs fine, then we can go on to test with the tank drain valve closed as follows.
Power up the system, allow the tank to build some pressure, say 50 PSI and shut it down. Unplug from the wall. Make
up a mixture of dish soap and water, this will be used to check for air leaks. You can use an applicator bottle or a paint
brush to apply the soap water mix liberally around ALL of the air connections. If there are any leaks, you be able to
see them as bubbles.
For safety: release the pressure from the tank before correcting any leaks. After you know the system is air leak free,
charge up the system again to ~50 PSI or so… turn off and unplug.
Now you want to watch the tank pressure. Ideally the pressure should not change (much). A disclaimer: even though
all of the visible leaks may have been fixed, you may still encounter a difference in pressure. This is likely due to items
beyond your control. This is sometimes called leak rate, which is used to define change in pressure over a known time.
Depending upon size of the compressor, it may take some time for the tank to fill. With the motor I purchased, so far
in my testing it takes about 15-25min to reach a tank pressure of 80 PSI. This is where I get a bit concerned, and shut it
off manually. In my research of this project, an author uses a similar compressor. His notes say that it would take his
setup 45min to 1hr to reach 100psi. A 3 gallon tank at 100 PSI (and no leaks) should be plenty of pressure and volume
for most modelers to do some airbrushing.

Near SILENCE – part 2e: Final Thoughts
I’ve been working on this for the past few weeks; testing, rearranging, paranoid about the safety of this project, etc.
Most importantly, no airbrushing… YET ! Here are my findings and learnings so far. Does it work ?? Most definitely,
static testing with my airbrush works like a dream. The biggest discovery so far; my compressor motor is woefully too
small. It does work , but due to its size, it takes too long to fill the storage tank. This I believe, will prove a bottleneck
for a prolific painter.
I plan on following up, upgrading this setup down the road when I am able to source a larger compressor motor.
This is not a maintenance free setup . These refrigerator compressors are meant to be closed systems that have
pressurized gas and internal oil lubrication. Since this is now an exposed system, this means we will need to routinely
check the oil level so that the pump does not run dry. If it runs dry, the internals of the tank compressor pump will get
damaged and you will need to replace it. You can use a light machine oil or 0-20/30/40 motor oil.
The quick release fittings. Initially I used parts from Harbor Freight, the air tool fittings are “industrial” type fittings
and they do work “okay”. However they leak like a sieve. I have used them for years on my full size tools and air
compressors and they are always hissing at the quick connect
coupler.
For use on a hobby compressor I really do not recommend using
them because of this fact. During my testing all they would do is

leak, no matter what I did. I gave up, changed the couplers and quick connect to a type “T” which is generically an
automotive connect (pictured center right as Type 16)… OH BOY! So much for standardizing!
Bottom line is, you do not want air leaks if at all possible. Since I have changed the quick connects I no longer have
major air leaks. BUT I do have airbrush quick connects which leak a tiny bit, which I will put up with, because I like
the convenience of being able to remove my airbrushes without having to hunt for a wrench to remove it from the line.

Near SILENCE – part 2f: So how did we do on cost (Just counting the installed parts):
Item

Qty

Source

Cost

Shipping if
Sub Total
any

Used Campbell Hausfield 3gal tank
Manifold Switch Control Valve assembly
Safety Relief Pressure valve (new) 1/8" NPT 125psi
Refrigerator Compressor: Specs R134A, Thermal
Protection, 1HP, 110-115v 60Hz
1/4" Hex nipple LFA-729
1/4" airline filter regulator combo
160 1/4" npt gauge
10ft 16ga extension cord

1
1
1

Ebay
Ebay
Ebay

$29.00
$21.94
$7.69

free
free
free

$29.00
$21.94
$7.69

1
1
2
1
1

$30.00
$13.99
$5.99
$5.99

21.83
free
free
free
free

$51.83
$0.00
$27.98
$5.99
$5.99

1/4"x3" NPT Brass nipple

2

$4.00

N/A

$8.00

1/4" Aluminum Tubing

1

$3.00

N/A

$3.00

1/4" Type T Quick connects

2

$6.50

N/A

$13.00

1/4" Compression fittings

2

$3.00

N/A

$6.00

1/4" compression ferrules

1

Ebay
Home Depot
Harbor Freight
Harbor Freight
Harbor Freight
Nearly any
hardware store
Nearly any
hardware store
Nearly any
hardware store
Nearly any
hardware store
Nearly any
hardware store

$3.00

N/A

$3.00

Final Cost:

$183.42

So there you have it… under the max cost of $250. A fraction of the cost of a branded silent compressor. Since I just
grabbed a larger compressor for free, I’ll reserve the possibility of giving an update down the road, using the larger
compressor. Plus I need to figure out an item that I had to omit for this build; the pressure relief line / no load line that
connects to the pressure switch. I’ve seen some people use it and it works yet a majority do not use it. For now that’s
it; I need to get this to the Ed… before he blows up and finds more off the wall musings ( ... HAHAHA … )
Here are some links to check out:
http://www.dixieart.com/
https://www.everythingairbrush.com/buyers-guide-compressors
Search Youtube – Keyword Silent AirCompressor
Now you can enjoy your late night modeling excursions
-Rich P.
richp437@yahoo.com

SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT

PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET

OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE

Editor’s Mad Ravings – August’ s editor, Mick Burton

( again this month we have others who haven’t forgotten… )

“ TRY TO REMEMBER THE KIND OF SEPTEMBER… SO NOT REPEAT ( or at least, don’t write it down )”
Last two months of this summer, I have woven in threads here some I know for sure, who were around for these oh
so not glorious moments, disagree on. Say, may violently object being rehashed in this particular portion of TAMS.
Like someone else you’ll read a little later on in this “now it can be told tale”, I have no apology. Nor should I, for
bringing to task “self appointed moral compasses” from our community’s storied past, especially when using their
own written words IN CONTEXT FULLY , to undertake a vain attempt to “ educate, so learn from past for future ”
First part I will open here with directly answers the “Fort Sumter Moment Question”, that in June’s Editorial page
I referred to. Noting I had been then Club Secretary/Editor/Treasurer before the arrival of the two now long term
Members I was thanking again for their long strong support of this club. One of whom (RJW) I had in fact signed
in first membership receipt for. As segue to how I’d been the one to “tell the old war stories” to them on this matter,
which literally preceded my membership in club by year prior nearly exactly. The full backstory of which had been
passed to me by outgoing Secretary/Editor/Treasurer I took over from in 1983. Appreciate more than ever that trust
Here a refresher, these Cover Sheet “clips” from October and November OSS, 1982 that illustrated above matter.

These clips are the final two part Input/Output, of something that very well could have given us chance to join this
Region Nine’s long list of “ long standing clubs that are no more “. Due to reasonable disagreements among men
who otherwise shared beyond their personal differences, a love of modeling and that community. A Civil War that
was set in motion by “Club Fed” and “a loyal officer of the Union” who below you see, has “no remorse” towards
Fresno, SJ IPMS for what his “misunderstandings” caused, calls out “POSITIVE COMMUNICATION WORKS”
INDEED IT DOES
Mr Regional Coord
of Region Nine, RC
THAT’S RIGHT.
The RC was himself
our “SJ BREXIT ”
catalyst for this!
You Get What You
Give, Simple as That.

This is the reference for those who would be wise to go explore on their
own at www.mickbmodeler.com via Editor’s Archive pages, what the
1982 September OSS looks like on cover, and on the left the FULL RC
Letter which I clipped for readability, the last portion on prior page.
SO FULL CONTEXT IS MAINTAINED, so when I get slammed for
“propagandizing” by “select editing”, my critics can go fly a kite 
No malice but plenty aforethought. Brought this issue of “ differences of opinion” and roles that Officers play in
our “model world” , at this particular time TODAY not just for “muckraking history”. Again, because the ones who
have gone before many reading this NOW, were already painfully aware of how much history repeats itself, if not
learned from . When I said there are those who wish I wouldn’t “rehash this”, well sorry. I have to as REPEATED
today the lessons: Those who still don’t want to come to grips with “Club Med vs Club Fed”, as I blatantly simplify
the choice between being a “local club member vs IPMS USA member” , if a choice must be made. Or on a “Med”
Level, do you reform your club from within or decide to fragment to simply reduce the stress of even attempting to?
In the final analysis? This chapter is “One of the Few, Owed So Much by the Many” if you really want to know my
“propagandistic, biased, slanted take” here. Because as one of “The Few” IPMS USA chapters still continuously
operating under a charter begun back in 1964 with USA (Club Fed) and actually chartered independently of that
by more than year earlier, WE have learned BY SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS: who to trust, how to trust and how
to be reactionary (yes that horrible misconstrued term) in a progressive (another misused coopted term) manner.

ALSO FOR YOUR AMUSEMENT, HERE IS THE LETTER THAT WAS FINAL SOLUTION TO START “EXIT”
taken again directly from that September 1982 Newsletter, as I know many of you won’t be going to look it up…

AND PLEASE NOTE,THOSE EDITS TO LEFT ARE FROM THE ORIGINAL NEWSLETTER NOT BY ME !!

I well know again, for most of the modelers, this is a boring or immaterial issue, “it’s just a hobby, ya know” But if
you have been in our hobby community any real length of time or think about perhaps “other organizations you’ve
been part of or are now”, perhaps you’ll share my humbled awe and appreciation at how close we came ourselves.
Like I editorialized last month’s WAYBACK in our “Fireworks Issue”, now this issue of “Hot August Nights”:
Remember when it comes to finally reaching a point where “enough is enough, you’re wrong, I’m right @#$hole”
trying to deflect with silly argument “it’s only a hobby” doesn’t serve. If it involves humans, competition and some
congregation, mixed in with judgements expected and encouraged , you’re taking in way “ more than a hobby”.
IN FACT I WILL JUST GO AHEAD AND DIRECTLY QUOTE MYSELF FROM LAST MONTH, TO SUM UP THIS PARTICULAR PORTION HERE

“ As we celebrate “ This Month of Fireworks ” which happens to also every four years coincide with major “revolt”
that is for the most part peacefully conducted, keep in mind that all happened and happens still at a price a bit more
than consciously kept in mind for many I spend my days around. Everyone still has a right to their opinion and be
as unconcerned or undereducated as to “the facts of why things happen and to whom” without question. Just be a
bit more hesitant to go forth in volatility or violent disagreement at times like these we are in today, because often it
is not so clear as “common knowledge” and “common sense” would dictate, ever so many find out to their peril of
how twisted or even meaningless those two terms really are “in real life” as well as in “ this silly hobby of ours ”.”
As we see today’s rearview mirror, another IPMS Nationals goes into those history archives and all the hub bub from
that seen on “the street today” (FaceBook and HyperScale, forums et al) “safely disappear”. So that stupid opines
and evil mischief can be trusted for most part not be available to bite their O.P. in the rear (like happens here in
“old school”, too bad the R-9 RC back then didn’t have “a private email server”… bet he and HQ wish he had)
I am happily reminded again, why for the most part I don’t (along with some others) feel the need to get out “on
The Street” and post this sort of thing and invoke or invite “comments” back. If you haven’t figured this out, I
was a long ago “chatter” on “chat boards”, in the “prehistoric days of the internet”. There you actually did LIVE
conversation posting, I think FB is about the closest to that now in “popular social media”. All of what I have seen
since I detached myself from that community, tells me it hasn’t changed much. Humans are humans, after all.
You can now “safely retort, skewer, demonstrate your (genius, ignorance, utter vacancy) pretty damned swiftly
and congratulate yourself “you showed them” ” with a cheer squad! While you safely ignore the “root cause/effects”.
Knowing that even if someone like me keeps a snapshot of your posts, it’s not like these, publicly printed and
at one time commonly available for use years later, “letters to editor, memos to self or your Special Branch”.
Just keep it in mind. Sometimes in the heat of the moment, you say or do something that minutes or moments’
later can’t be EVER undone, and years of someone else’s hard efforts will be scattered as “fans and foes” alike scatter
and the general populace decide it’s time to move to another club, hobby, forum or come back to find “no home”
Writing these editorial pages and publishing this “rougher half of the SVSM newsletters” as I do ? Well aware of
how I leave open to posterity, chance to be hoist on my own petards and even expect it now or then. However,
I also am majorly and happily aware: these days the few who would venture forth to “counter my wrong head”
are for most part Dead, or Brain Dead, or safely In Dread Their Writ Words Will Come Back to Haunt Them.
BUT, Take Heart ! This is all actually not just “interesting if controversial history for Region 9 and SVSM”. Also it
is another past is prologue segue, for we next will go to a point in August twenty years back that directly goes to the
issue “ born of necessity, on in controversy as it came to pass and mythologized beyond recognition years later”
Here it begins in (somewhat) Black and White Glory, a clip from the September 1996 Original Styrene Sheet:
A note again, can go to Editor’s
Archive Home Page now at
www.mickbmodeler.com to find
uploaded, referenced items in full
that now you find in this month’s
WAYBACK Machine. Of course,
PDF format, from scans of copy
mailed to membership, not digital
or typed hardcopy originals.

For now, take a moment to look back 20 years to a Fall month. Where we just began the real hard work of tackling
what up to that point, been merely a “reactionary lark” and audacious attempt to succeed even if none of us had done it

This Editorial briefing of Chris’s is pretty damned complete and tight in coverage, which I appreciate plenty now. I
was Membership Secretary for IPMS-SEMICon, and now will share the part the HQ didn’t really get keen to. Yet it
nowadays brings into sharp relief “the bad old days” versus what has been now practice since 2008 re: Nationals.
To become a Voting Member of Club, your dues were 250 dollars, Up Front. Not kidding you. Ten of us put this
together. As I outlined it, we would need a way to make sure ONLY SERIOUS COMMITTED FOLK in for goals,
can’t get much more clearly ready to play than putting in BIG BUCKS. So it began, ten joined, along with a later to
come $2000 loan from HQ (that’s correct, we DONATED 2500 bucks at our end, and then get a LOAN less than, as
HQ “help”). There as Treasurer, I had enough “operating capital” for us to begin doing all that we could to get the
show underway, as we learned from our good friends who were in their last year leg in Columbus OH for 1997 gig.
Remember if you knew, or realize now if you didn’t, this: The last time a IPMS Nationals was even close to the Bay
Area by this point was 1977, hosted by IPMS Golden Gate (SF Chapter, now extinct). The last “Nor Cal” show was
1986 Nationals hosted by IPMS Silver Wings, again now 10 years before and our show is still two years out. All of
these however, in common with us and true to form until the last California Nats in 2007 hosted by IPMS –OC, are
shows that only basically ran on what they could produce on their own, once awarded bid. Try fitting that into your
head before you criticize too swiftly, how YOU WOULD RUN A SHOW HERE when your bootstraps are all you are
essentially provided as “FED ASSISTANCE”. For us, it was a very interesting overall learning experience. I say at
this juncture 20 years ago, we were soldiers of a sort and young, once. So now, a little more light is shed “on past ”

September 1996 OSS, cover shot here on left, so if you go to those
Archives, you’ll know what issue to read through for it all, then.
September 1986 OSS, cover shot, keep in mind that Sacto 1986
Nationals I mentioned, have now been past for just over a month:

So much occurred between these two Septembers, and I can
assure you, the LAST THING any of us were imagining
in 1986 with this issue just out, was that we’d have a Sheet
like the one you see above and we’d be part of last Bay
Area Nationals bid to win & hosted, to date 20 years now

Plus don’t forget, only 14 years earlier, there
was a serious conflict going on in Region 9
that would be hosting this event. Fomented
by the Regional Coordinator, and affecting
three of the major player clubs for this show,
that nearly resulted in one not even going on
Like I said at start: Try to Remember the Kind
of September, so that you keep your eye on the
getting past the differences to keep the team, as
a few rock bands for another example, might’ve
learned to do and been around TODAY !
SO FOR NOW, we’ll just wrap up with this look
with no other linkage other than it 10 years later…
SEPTEMBER 2006 with Jared Bishop now at the
helm and look, AN AUTOMOTIVE MODELER
(as some pigeonhole Dr Andy) builds a FW-190 !
UNTIL NEXT MONTH (where we’ll finally tidy up
The Final Answers of October/November 1982) -mb

IT FIGURES (Eight Is Enough) – SVSM Member’s Club Contest Theme
2016 AUGUST CLUB CONTEST
Photos & Text : Mick Burton
Models: Two Other Past Presidents
“ AS IT WAS OUTLINED & PROMOTED ”:

aka;“ Eight Is Enough Redux “
(return of the Max of 8 Parts Model)

A ways back (okay, March 2006 ) we tried out this idea
where any models entered had to consist of EIGHT OR
FEWER PARTS. That was it, purely and simply put.
Figures or ANY OTHER KIND OF MODEL SUBJECT, finished , for the purpose of entry into this utterly
ridiculous gig And that’s just how “It Figures” ( an entendre of multiplicity less than 8 )
.

( -a moment of editorial non sequitur, excuse me-)

“ Damn it, you men, I told you so. It states RIGHT
HERE, in James Bonds’ “Birds of the West Indies”
… be on lookout for LARGE PREDATORY BIRDS
when out in the field ! Now keep your eyes open!”

In the end result, Chris Bucholz showed up to
take minutes of the August meeting and give a
fine pitch for this contest theme-ology. He had
this amusing and well rendered constant scale
“Small Soldiers” collection (they are of course
all 1/72nd scale, aka “1 inch tall man” measure)
As he said, these are perfect “AMS-busters” ,
plus give you new insights in solving modeler
problems. Some of Chris’s methods for paint
solutions for these figures really deserve to be
in an article or two in a publication…
Scaled up somewhat,
unless Chris has a
hidden penchant for
F-1 race car models,
another means to
Break “Advanced
Modeler Syndrome”
employed by Chris.
Making this single part
molding via the “3-D
modeling gig” into
what you see here, a
1/20th scale Titanis
Walleri by Chris.
An ancient flightless
“terror bird” found in
North America, and a
spectacular “lacking a
prototype reference”
example for modeler.
While not real
exact in fitting
rules for entry,
Judge Greg had
discretion and
included Rich
Pedro’s model
of the “Snake
Eyes” from the
G I Joe movie.
More to come
on this model
soon…
SO Now,
on to
WINNERS!

AUGUST “It Figures !” THIRD PLACE for “ Ghost of Snake Eyes … “
Rich Pedro

AUGUST “It Figures !” SECOND PLACE for “ Small Soldiers ”
Chris Bucholz

AUGUST “It Figures !” FIRST PLACE for “ Titanis Walleri in 1/20th ”
Chris Bucholz

DO NOT FRET or FORGET REGION NINE DOES HAVE A SUMMER SHOW

LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2016
SVSM PRESIDENT’s CONTEST October

“

Frankenstein’s Model ”
Intention here: ENTRIES OF ANY SUBJECT, AS
LONG as MAJOR PORTIONS OF TWO or MORE
MODEL KITS ARE USED TOGETHER HERE.

Don’t expect to just take some “favored bits” of say, this or that kit of a Sherman or a Panzer to dress up another kit of
the same, and call it a day. Major conversions (not after market add ons, but actual “Kit Bashes”) are good method to
be in this league. Be prepared to describe and defend your entry, the Judges have done their “homework” (built to this)

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST November “ The

End All & Be All Contest”

Don’t despair, there’s a reasonable premise for this contest in context. In keeping with recent past years November
club contest, where we recognize this is last “competition” for the club meeting year, “end all and be all “ idea now
being put forth is this easy to realize theme scheme that echoes past efforts so make “ a second chance” for everyone
ALL ENTRIES HERE SIMPLY NEED TO BE : GERMAN, SHERMAN, or VERMIN, any scale or type that fits

OPENING SEPTEMBER !

AT OTHER END OF SEPTEMBER

THERE’S THINGS TO DO FIRST OFF IN OCTOBER TOO, in REGION EIGHT

And a week later, REGION NINE HAS SCHEDULED by IPMS SONOMA COUNTY

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 2016

Hobby Expo 2016
GO TO www.ipmssonomacounty.org for the latest details and theme, etc

NOVEMBER IS NOT LACKING OR SLACKING EITHER, THANKS TO AVG in REGION EIGHT

In happy coincidence with this month’s AfterMarket WAYBACK themes, here’s the Special Award for AVG # 20

STILL COMING UP
IN AN
AFTER
MARKET
NEAR
YOU !

Another Full Reprint of SVSM Member Article from WAY BACK
Also Part Three of “ NEAR SILENCE ” Air Compressor Project by Rich Pedro
PLUS

RE-MARK YOUR CALENDAR

The NNL West Crew Has A NEW DATE
NOW BOOKING
1-28-2017
for their next Show!
Based again at Santa Clara Convention Center. NNL West 2017 Theme will be “ 777 ,“ Movie/TV Cars ”
While “Movie/TV Cars” is pretty self explanatory, we’ll help you out with “777” breakdown (Not Boeing)
Theme here is for ANY CAR made in a year ending in “7”, so 1907, 1927, 1957, etc are the target vehicles
====================================================================================
PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

